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U.S. Capitalism in Crisis 1978

most mainstream economists view capitalism s periodic breakdowns are nothing more than
temporary aberrations from another wise unbroken path toward prosperity for marxists this
fundamental flaw has long been acknowledged as a central feature of the free market system
this groundbreaking volume brings together marxist scholars from around the world to offer an
empirically grounded defense of marx s law of profitability and its central role in explaining
these capitalist crises gugliemo carchedi has worked at the united nations in new york and has
taught at the university of amsterdam michael roberts has worked as an economist for over
thirty years in the city of london financial center

World in Crisis 2018-10-01

based on marx s capital uno kōzō s theory of crisis provides a rigorous exposition of the
necessity of crisis of the capitalist mode of production from the perspectives of excess
capital alongside surplus populations

Theory of Crisis 2021-11-22

this volume examines why the 2008 financial crisis with the subsequent great recession did not
foster a major institutional transformation of the capitalist market economy it highlights the
role of ideas and public discourse in explaining institutional stability and change in the
wake of economic crises and other critical junctures examining legitimation discourse in four
oecd countries germany switzerland the united kingdom and the united states between 1998 and
2011 the contributions to the volume use different text analytical methods to bring out the
ideas that underpin affirmative and critical media discourse on the capitalist regime
individual chapters focus on the contours and trajectories of legitimation discourse before
and after the financial crisis on the attribution of responsibility for the crisis on the use
of metaphors and narratives and on the formation of discourse coalitions challenging the
regime together they show that the post 2008 legitimation crisis of the capitalist market
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economy did not result in its sustained delegitimation or in powerful new ideas that might
have mobilized support for radical institutional change the book will appeal to students and
scholars of economic sociology media studies and political science

Capitalism and Its Legitimacy in Times of Crisis 2017-09-20

in 2008 the capitalist world was swept by the severest crisis since the great depression of
the 1930s mainstream economics neither anticipated nor could account for this disastrous
financial crisis which required massive state intervention throughout the capitalist world
karl marx did anticipate this type of financial collapse arguing that it was derivative from
the fetishism of commodities inherent in the capitalist mode of production this book
substantiates the foregoing claim by a journey from marx s analysis of commodities to the
capitalist crisis of the twenty first century the book demonstrates that marx s framework 1
demonstrates that capitalism is but one historical form of class society among many 2 explains
the transition from pre capitalist to capitalist society 3 reveals the concrete operation of a
capitalist economy and 4 shows why others would explain the capitalist economy in alternative
theoretical frameworks the central element in his framework from which all else derives is the
theory of value this book is not an exercise in the history of thought it is an attempt to
analyze the nature of contemporary capitalist society while marx s analysis of capitalism has
implications for political action these need not lead one to embrace revolution in place of
reform though it can and has provided the analytical foundation for both marx s analysis of
capitalism is a coherent whole and meaningful insights cannot be obtained by extracting
elements from it weeks starts out by looking at the nature of capitalism and an analysis
circulation money and credit unfold from the theory of value the nature and inherent necessity
of competition are demonstrated in chapter eight a consequence of competition expressed in the
movement of capital is technical change the contradictory impact of which is explained in
chapter nine this is brought together with the other elements of value theory money credit and
competition in chapter ten where economic crises are treated in detail the final chapter
applies the theory of crisis to the extreme financial disturbances of the 2000s this book
should be of interest to students and researchers of economics politics and sociology
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Global Capitalism in Crisis 2011

worrisome recent economic downturns in brazil russia and even china occurred against the
backdrop of domestic issues pertaining to patrimonialism corruption and informality some
economies of the european periphery also suffered from similar domestic issues and plunged
into recession due to economic crisis and austerity policies implemented in its wake this book
theorises and analyses the evolving nature of capitalism in emerging economies the brics and
the european periphery in the face of pressures from globalisation and economic crises the
volume seeks to make sense of these crises and their impact using the framework of comparative
capitalism while testing its applicability beyond the advanced industrialised countries for
which it was developed the authors draw on late uwe becker s open qualitative approach
systematically integrating the state into the analysis and paying close attention to the role
of changing ideas character of international integration leadership and informality the
contributors analyse different responses to crises by the brics and countries of the southern
european periphery as well as respective dimensions of state business interaction the findings
contribute to theorising varieties of capitalism beyond the oecd world and to developing a
dynamic theory of capitalist change in the face of pressures from globalisation and economic
crises the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of contemporary
politics

CAPITALISM IN CRISIS 1972

we live in a time of dynamic but generally regressive regime change a period in which major
political transformations and a rollback of a half century of legislation are accelerated
under conditions of a prolonged and deepening economic crisis and a worldwide offensive
against the citizenry and the working class written by two of the world s leading left wing
thinkers imperialism and capitalism in the twenty first century takes the form of a number of
analytical probes into some of the dynamics of capitalist development and imperialism in
contemporary conditions of a system in crisis it is too early to be definitive about the form
that capitalism and imperialism and socialism might be or is taking as we are in but the early
stages of a new developmental dynamic the conditions of which are too complex to anticipate or
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grasp in thought they require a closer look and much further study from a critical development
and marxist perspective the purpose of this book is to advance this process and give some form
to this perspective

Capital, Exploitation and Economic Crisis 2011-03-15

the world economy is on the brink of a profound crisis the threat of global deflation and the
emergence of chronic excess global capacity characterizes the contemporary phase of crisis and
stagnation lucarelli argues that these pathological features of globalization acquire a
remorseless logic during the mature stages of monopoly capitalism he explores the historical
origins and theoretical tendencies of this protracted crisis from a keynes kakecki perspective

Capitalism in Crisis 1975

value and crisis brings together selected essays written by alfredo saad filho this book
examines the labour theory of value and its implications for the nature of neoliberalism
financialisation inflation monetary policy and the crises of contemporary capitalism

Capitalism in Crisis? 2021-05-11

following up on his timely and well received book a failure of capitalism richard posner steps
back to take a longer view of the continuing crisis of democratic capitalism as the american
and world economies crawl gradually back from the depths to which they had fallen in the
autumn of 2008 and the winter of 2009 by means of a lucid narrative of the crisis and a series
of analytical chapters pinpointing critical issues of economic collapse and gradual recovery
posner helps non technical readers understand business cycle and financial economics and
financial and governmental institutions practices and transactions while maintaining a
neutrality impossible for persons professionally committed to one theory or another he calls
for fresh thinking about the business cycle that would build on the original ideas of keynes
central to these ideas is that of uncertainty as opposed to risk risk can be quantified and
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measured uncertainty cannot and in this lies the inherent instability of a capitalist economy
as we emerge from the financial earthquake a deficit aftershock rumbles it is in reference to
that potential aftershock as well as to the government s stumbling efforts at financial
regulatory reform that posner raises the question of the adequacy of our democratic
institutions to the economic challenges heightened by the greatest economic crisis since the
great depression the crisis and the government s energetic response to it have enormously
increased the national debt at the same time that structural defects in the american political
system may make it impossible to pay down the debt by any means other than inflation or
devaluation

Imperialism and Capitalism in the Twenty-First Century
2016-05-13

states of crisis and post capitalist scenarios engages with the crisis of our capitalist world
with a view to explaining its origins unravelling its symptoms and demystifying the anodyne
corrective solutions so far proposed at the same time it endorses the necessity for utopian
interventions aimed at drastically rethinking our social order organised around the themes of
economy and politics critical theory and culture in order to offer an impressive range of
thematic perspectives and critical angles the book delves into the most pressing of today s
quandaries by combining stringent critical analysis with creative foresight a rigorous
examination of the current crisis of late capitalist society states of crisis and post
capitalist scenarios develops paradigms that promise to rekindle the desire to move beyond
capitalism towards a different social order as such it will appeal to scholars and students
across the humanities and social sciences with particular interests in social and political
theory contemporary philosophy and the crises faced by the current capitalist order

Monopoly Capitalism in Crisis 2004-03-09

based on the author s 1973 isaac deutscher memorial lecture entitled late capitalism in crisis
delivered in february 1973 at the london school of economics
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Value and Crisis: Essays on Labour, Money and Contemporary
Capitalism 2019-02-11

the book provides a theoretically and historically informed analysis of the global economic
crisis it makes original contributions to theories of value of crisis and of the state and
uses these to develop a rich empirical study of the changing character of capitalism in the
twentieth century and beyond it defends uses and develops marxist theory while arguing
particularly against jumping too quickly from abstract concepts to a concrete understanding of
the crisis instead it uses what marx described in his notebooks as an obvious analytical
ordering to progress from a general analysis of economy and society to a discussion of recent
economic transformations and the specifics of the crisis and its aftermath dunn argues that
appropriately reconceived a critical marxism can incorporate and enrich rather than rejecting
insights from other traditions he disputes general characterisations of capitalism to the
crisis and theories which see finance and the contemporary financial crises as largely
detached from other aspects of the economy and society providing a thoroughly socialised and
historically based account this book will be vital reading for students and scholars of
political economy international political economy marxism sociology geography and development
studies

The Crisis of Capitalist Democracy 2010-01-01

what is money where does it come from who makes our money today and how can we understand the
current state of our economy as a crisis of money itself in making money ole bjerg turns these
questions into a matter of philosophical rather than economic analysis using the thinking of
slavoj Žižek while still engaging with mainstream economic literature the book provides a
genuinely philosophical theory of money this theory is unfolded in reflections on the nature
of monetary phenomenon such as financial markets banks debt credit derivatives gold risk value
price interests and arbitrage the analysis of money is put into an historical context by
suggesting that the current financial turbulence and debt crisis are symptoms that we live in
the age of post credit capitalism by bridging the fields of economics and contemporary
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philosophy bjerg s work engages in a productive form of intellectual arbitrage

States of Crisis and Post-Capitalist Scenarios 2017-05-15

mounting hostility to the hegemony of the united states tumbling stock markets environmental
destruction sluggish economic growth unprecedented income inequality and growing poverty
something fundamental is wrong argue petras and veltmayer they assert that globalization is a
mere euphemism for capitalism in its current global imperialist projection they show how
resistance to capitalist globalization is being organized among very diverse social sectors
from rural peasants to the middle class in wealthy countries of the north they conclude their
analysis by assessing the possibilities for unifying the diverse forces of opposition to
neoliberalism capitalism and imperialism and the prospects for an alternative socialist form
of development

Capitalism in Crisis 1976

this volume reassesses the nature of the current global economic crisis and its implication
for the 21st century through the unique lens of marx s theory of the value form as the
unconscious matrix of modern society going beyond orthodox marxist and postmodernist accounts
the author offers fresh new readings of marx benjamin foucault and Žižek here he argues that
capitalism has not only entered its greatest crisis since wwii but has in fact reached its
historical limit and is in terminal decline in this light the book seeks to answer how a rerun
of keynesian regulations could possibly resolve the crisis it also inquires as to whether a
green new deal might succeed when the gap between work to be had and work to be done widens
and what alternatives neo marxian approaches offer considering the failure of marxism in the
20th century this far reaching critical examination of the crisis not only builds on critical
theory but also offers new readings of key theorists that will appeal to anyone interested in
political theory critical theory and political economy
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The Political Economy of Global Capitalism and Crisis
2014-03-21

homes in crisis capitalism explores the core social reproduction role that individual
households fulfil in our societies and the class and racial effects of this on gender
inequality and discrimination women now make up nearly half of the paid workforce globally yet
prevailing neoliberal social policy continues to rule out adequate state provision of child
and elder care choosing instead to rely on marketized services to fill the gap it is mainly
women who carry out this little valued care work either in a non paid or paid capacity and
gender inequality is entrenched across society official gender parity policies often expressed
in terms of equality of opportunity have done little to ease the double burden of domestic and
care work for the vast majority of women competitive labour markets discriminate against those
expected to be the primary caregivers of children the sick and disabled and older people in
addition the presence across many societies of an acute housing crisis and soaring inflation
have put added pressures on home life a social reproduction crisis has developed and it is
working class women and women of colour who are paying the price holborow analyses homes in
crisis capitalism through a marxist lens of capitalist social reproduction this book charts
the interwoven social and political effects and outcomes of work and care provided in the home
and makes the case for a radical break with capitalism to give social reproduction the
material resources and social recognition it deserves

Making Money 2014-04-22

the recent global economic downturn has affected nearly everyone in every corner of the globe
its vast reach and lingering effects have made it difficult to pinpoint its exact cause and
while some economists point to the risks inherent in the modern financial system others blame
long term imbalances in the world economy into this debate steps paul mattick who in business
as usual explains the global economic downturn in relation to the development of the world
economy since world war ii but also as a fundamental example of the cycle of crisis and
recovery that has characterized capitalism since the early nineteenth century mattick explains
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that today s recession is not the result of a singular financial event but instead is a
manifestation of long term processes within the world economy mattick argues that the economic
downturn can best be understood within the context of business cycles which are unavoidable in
a free market economy he uses this explanation as a springboard for exploring the nature of
our capitalist society and its prospects for the future although business as usual engages
with many economic theories both mainstream and left wing mattick s accessible writing opens
the subject up in order for non specialists to understand the current economic climate not as
the effect of a financial crisis but as a manifestation of a truth about the social and
economic system in which we live as a result the book is ideal for anyone who wants to gain a
succinct and jargon free understanding of recent economic events and just as important the
overall dynamics of the capitalist system itself

System in Crisis 2003-12

analyzes japanese contributions to marxist theory marxist economic thought has had a long and
distinguished history in japan dating back to the first world war when interest in marxist
theory was virtually nonexistent in the united states rival schools of thought in japan
emerged and brilliant debates took place on marx s capital and on capitalism as it was
developing in japan forty years ago makoto itoh s value and crisis began to chronicle these
japanese contributions to marxist theory discussing in particular views on marx s theories of
value and crisis and problems of marx s theory of market value now in a second edition of his
book itoh deepens his study marx s theories of value and crisis as an essential reference
point from which to analyze the multiple crises that have arisen during the past four decades
of neoliberalism one contribution of the original value and crisis was to bridge japan and the
world in the field of marxian political economy itoh s second edition demonstrates an even
wider ranging familiarity with major schools of marxist thought summarizing and assessing
viewpoints of such theorists as hilferding bauer kautsky bukharin luxemburg grossman sweezy
the japanese marxist kozo uno together with the relevant parts of capital and a section on the
1930 s great depression given today s current emergencies of world capitalism and socialism
says itoh we need to work together to resolve new global problems articulating new issues of
marx s theories of value and crisis the promise of marx s theories has not waned if anything
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given the failure of soviet style socialism and the catastrophe of neoliberalism it grows
daily

Critical Theory and the Crisis of Contemporary Capitalism
2015-05-14

in crisis inequalities and poverty schettino and clementi provide an empirical and theoretical
analysis of the capitalist crisis of the last two decades with a particular focus on the
impact on poverty and inequality

Capitalism in Crisis and Everyday Life 1977-01-01

castro adds his voice to the growing international chorus against neoliberalisation and
globalisation

Homes in Crisis Capitalism 2024-02-22

this book s main aim is to present a comparative analysis of the crisis in different regions
and to contribute to the debates about alternatives with an emphasis on the multiple
dimensions of the crisis

Business as Usual 2011-05-15

spiralling inequality since the 1970s and the global financial crisis of 2008 have been the
two most important challenges to democratic capitalism since the great depression to
understand the political economy of contemporary europe and america we must therefore put
inequality and crisis at the heart of the picture in this innovative new textbook mattias
vermeiren does just this demonstrating that both the global financial crisis and the european
sovereign debt crisis resulted from a mutually reinforcing but ultimately unsustainable
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relationship between countries with debt led and export led growth models models fundamentally
shaped by soaring income and wealth inequality he traces the emergence of these two growth
models by giving a comprehensive overview deeply informed by the comparative and international
political economy literature of recent developments in the four key domains that have shaped
the dynamics of crisis and inequality macroeconomic policy social policy corporate governance
and financial policy he goes on to assess the prospects for the emergence of a more
egalitarian and sustainable form of democratic capitalism this fresh and insightful overview
of contemporary western capitalism will be essential reading for all students and scholars of
international and comparative political economy

Value and Crisis 2020-12-30

global slump analyzes the global financial meltdown as the first systemic crisis of the
neoliberal stage of capitalism it argues that far from having ended the crisis has ushered in
a whole period of worldwide economic and political turbulence in developing an account of the
crisis as rooted in fundamental features of capitalism global slump challenges the view that
its source lies in financial deregulation the book locates the recent meltdown in the intense
economic restructuring that marked the recessions of the mid 1970s and early 1980s through
this lens it highlights the emergence of new patterns of world inequality and new centers of
accumulation particularly in east asia and the profound economic instabilities these produced
global slump offers an original account of the financialization of the world economy during
this period and explores the intricate connections between international financial markets and
new forms of debt and dispossession particularly in the global south analyzing the massive
intervention of the world s central banks to stave off another great depression global slump
shows that while averting a complete meltdown this intervention also laid the basis for
recurring crises for poor and working class people job loss increased poverty and inequality
and deep cuts to social programs the book takes a global view of these processes exposing the
damage inflicted on countries in the global south as well as the intensification of racism and
attacks on migrant workers at the same time global slump also traces new patterns of social
and political resistance from housing activism and education struggles to mass strikes and
protests in martinique guadeloupe france and puerto rico as indicators of the potential for
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building anti capitalist opposition to the damage that neoliberal capitalism is inflicting on
the lives of millions

Crisis, Inequalities and Poverty 2022-09-12

this text brings together studies in various aspects of the theory of the capitalist economy
it focuses on major themes of the marxist tradition that postulate the existence and
importance of social relations and structures underlying the esoteric realm of economic
categories prices profits wages etc the author takes a reappraising critical look at the
concepts of the deep structure value explitation immanent crisis using the analytical tools of
modern economics to improve those concepts the book is divided into four parts part 1 explores
the essential nature of capitalism re examining problems in the theory of value and
exploitation part 2 tackles the issue of capitalism specific paths of growth and technical
change putting forward a rigorous theory of biased technical change and non steady state
growth part 3 examines the cyclical character of capitalist growth and the theory of crises
finally part 4 places capitalism in the wider framework of modes of production considering the
theory of precapitalist formations and aspects of the theory and practical experience of
socialism the guiding theme is the combination or confrontation of rigorous quantitative
analytical techniques with equally demanding qualitative and political economic
conceptualization the book s premise is that this interface is essential to a progressive yet
distinctively marxist social theory

Capitalism in Crisis 2000

the turmoil of 2007 2009 is a crisis of financialised capitalism and for this reason it is
systemic and unusual the crisis commenced in the sphere of finance spread to production and
then became a world recession its unusual character is apparent since never before has a
global economic crisis been triggered by banks lending to workers to buy houses moreover state
intervention to forestall the crisis becoming a major depression has been unprecedented this
book brings together several well known political economists to analyse the domestic and
international aspects of financialisation thus putting the crisis in its appropriate context
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it draws on marxist and other heterodox economics to cast light on the broader implications of
financialisation and crisis for society

Capitalism - Crises and Alternatives 2012

this is an age of crisis economic political environmental and social yet the nature of
contemporary crisis is often misunderstood crisis rather than being accidental or episodic as
is too often assumed has been a regular feature of state practice in the neoliberal austerity
regimes of contemporary capitalism in this timely work jeff shantz gives special attention to
the particular manufactured crises associated with austerity regimes and conditions of
precarity within contemporary capitalism and how crisis states differ from other forms of
state practice crisis is a powerful weapon of states and capital in the pursuit of
accumulation exploitation and control engaging insights from anarchism and autonomous marxism
shantz lays bare the real nature and character of crisis as political and social pursuits of
state and capital under precarious capitalism attention is also given to social resistance
under crisis state conditions contemporary capitalism renders the oppressed and exploited
precarious at the same time as opportunities are opened to render the system itself precarious
understanding crisis states and precarious capitalism is crucial in considering prospects for
resistance

Capitalism in Crisis 1972

our world is in the grips of the most calamitous economic crisis since the great depression
and its epicenter is the imperial united states where hallowed investment banks have
disappeared overnight giants of industry have gone bankrupt and the financial order has been
shaken to the core while many around the globe are increasingly wondering if another world is
indeed possible few are mapping out potential avenues and flagging wrong turns en route to a
post capitalist future in this groundbreaking analysis of the meltdown renowned radical
political economists albo gindin and panitch lay bare the roots of the crisis which they
locate in the dynamic expansion of capital on a global scale over the last quarter century and
in the inner logic of capitalism itself with an unparalleled understanding of the inner
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workings of capitalism the authors of in and out of crisis provocatively challenge the call by
much of the left for a return to a largely mythical golden age of economic regulation as a
check on finance capital unbound they deftly illuminate how the era of neoliberal free markets
has been in practice undergirded by state intervention on a massive scale with clarity and
erudition they argue persuasively that given the current balance of social forces as bank
bailouts around the globe make evident regulation is not a means of fundamentally reordering
power in society but rather a way of preserving markets contrary to those who believe us
hegemony is on the wane albo gindin and panitch contend that the meltdown has in fact
reinforced the centrality of the american state as the dominant force within global capitalism
while simultaneously increasing the difficulties entailed in managing its imperial role in
conclusion the authors argue that it s time to start thinking about genuinely transformative
alternatives to capitalism and how to build the collective capacity to get us there we should
be thinking bigger and preparing to go further in and out of crisis stands to be the enduring
critique of the crisis and an indispensable springboard for a renewed left

Crisis and Inequality 2021-02-11

this collection of essays by an international team of contributors compares and contrasts the
economic policy of different countries during the depression era the contributors each explore
how far economic policy in the country in question was shaped by the determination of
governments to retain certain orthodox features of economic policy which did not always meet
the urgent social and economic requirements of the day

Capitalism in Crisis and Everyday Life 1973

the world economy is currently experiencing a devastating slump not seen since the second
world war unemployment rates are skyrocketing and salaries are plummeting in the developed
world while astronomical food prices and starvation ravage the developing world the crisis in
global capitalism smith argues should be understood as both a composite crisis of
overproduction credit and finance and a deep seated systemic crisis using marx to analyze the
origins implications and scope of the current economic slump this book argues that the crisis
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needs to be understood structurally as the result of a system prone to crisis rather than as
an aberration publisher s website

Global Slump 2010-12-09

an increasing number of experts agree today s financial and environmental crisis is a sign
that something is fundamentally wrong the same experts however have yet to present viable
solutions growing a new economy presents integral solutions to our economic problems that will
be vitally important in the future restoration of our economy

Capitalism in Crisis and Everyday Life 1977

this is an age of crisis economic political environmental and social yet the nature of
contemporary crisis is often misunderstood crisis rather than being accidental or episodic as
is too often assumed has been a regular feature of state practice in the neoliberal austerity
regimes of contemporary capitalism in this timely work jeff shantz gives special attention to
the particular manufactured crises associated with austerity regimes and conditions of
precarity within contemporary capitalism and how crisis states differ from other forms of
state practice crisis is a powerful weapon of states and capital in the pursuit of
accumulation exploitation and control engaging insights from anarchism and autonomous marxism
shantz lays bare the real nature and character of crisis as political and social pursuits of
state and capital under precarious capitalism attention is also given to social resistance
under crisis state conditions contemporary capitalism renders the oppressed and exploited
precarious at the same time as opportunities are opened to render the system itself precarious
understanding crisis states and precarious capitalism is crucial in considering prospects for
resistance

Value, Technical Change and Crisis 2016-09-16
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Financialisation in Crisis 2012-03-02

Crisis States 2016

In and Out of Crisis 2010-03-05

Capitalism in Crisis 1993

Global Capitalism in Crisis 2011

Growing a New Economy 2018-09-11

Crisis States: Governance, Resistance & Precarious Capitalism
2016

Turkey in Crisis 1982
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